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Abst rac t - -The  thermoregulation, a  exceptionally complex process, involves the functioning of all 
other systems in mammals: neural, cardiovascular, pulmonar, muscles, kin, etc. Our aim is to review 
the literature and to work out an approach in the thermoregulation study based on the consideration 
that the human body is an open thermodynamic system. We are searching for new physical tools 
in human physiology by employing the thermal fluxes between the body and the environment, and 
the energy exchange inthe body itself. A trial to relate thermal fluxes from the body to the internal 
disturbances is worked out. The accounting, mainly the radiation term in the global energy balance, 
seems to be correct enough and enables the physician to perform diagnosis by a noncontact method. 
geywords--Thermoregulation, Infrared radiation detection, Acupuncture diagnosis. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Human bioenergetics is dominated by two functional peculiarities. 
(i) The human body is an open thermodynamic system. 
(ii) Belonging to the haeterotrophic category, the human body takes the energy necessary 
to its vital processes development from external sources. The trajectory of the energet- 
ical transformations should be considered starting with their generation inside the body 
cells to the exchanges with the ambient, and special attention should be paid to thermal 
phenomena. 
Many authors have dealt with human thermal system modeling, emphasizing on the following 
aspects: geometry and inhomogeneity of the body, heat transport via circulation, regulatory 
concepts, and mechanisms. In this respect, the high efforts of Werner and Buse [1-3] have to 
be mentioned with regard to the research in the field of heat balance and temperature profiles 
in the living human. The origin of heat production in homeotherms and the related transfer 
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phenomena were the subject of a number of reviews on energy dissipation and thermoregulation 
processes [4-7], the main interest being focused on the human body's response to various ex- 
ternal thermal stimuli. Onto this background, a particular aspect is pointed out by the papers 
involving acupuncture [8-12] that relate the energy meridians to the changes in local cutaneous 
temperature. 
In our present work, we have tried to review the thermodynamic model of the human body as 
an open system under steady state conditions, correlated with the effect of deep body influence 
on the heat fluxes at the shell surface (skin) from the acupuncture viewpoint. Irrespective to 
this aim, we have first assumed the conditions adopted in [2], i.e., the naked body in a neutral 
ambient at a constant temperature of 30°C, relative humidity 50% and low air velocity (less than 
0.2m/s), normal air pressure, and no mechanical movement. Moreover, we have supposed the 
human subject in a normal health state, accepting by this term the meaning of the global energy 
equilibrium stated in the field of acupuncture [8]. 
The thermodynamic equations are considered by report to the temperature gradient between 
tissues, and between blood and tissue, respectively, as thermodynamic forces, and conductive and 
blood convective heat flows, respectively, as thermodynamic flows inside the body. The activity 
of acupuncture points at the skin level is related to the corresponding deep points and further 
on connected to the internal organs [8,9], and on this basis we suppose that diagnosis could be 
developed by measuring heat fluxes from different points of the skin towards the ambient. The 
affirmation of Werner and Buse [2], with regard to the effects of circadian rhythm and psychic 
influences on the thermal profiles in human body, as well as, Werner's and coworkers' report on 
"Dynamics and topography of human temperature regulation ... " [i] has permitted us to make 
an attempt in considering the thermal fluxes from human body from an "exotic" viewpoint. 
2. THERMODYNAMICS OF  THE HUMAN BODY 
2.1. Local Entropy Production in Steady States 
Steady states can be maintained only in diathermal or open systems, in which entropy produc- 
tion can be balanced by the outflow of entropy [13] 
s = V" J,, (1) 
where s denotes the entropy density, and Js--the entropy flow. Considering the human body 
under the conditions tated at Section 1, the phenomenological equations have been written with 
regard to the temperature gradients and heat flows due to tissues heat conduction and blood 
capillary flow. Under the conditions corresponding to the steady state and normal health state, 
the metabolic heat production is assumed to be A4, and local metabolic heat production should 
be M. Heat transport via heat conduction and capillary blood flow [3] is given by: 
OT(~, t) -V .  [A(~)VT(~, t)] + M(~, t) - Hb(~, t), (2) - 
where p is the density of the tissue, c---the specific heat of the tissue, ~--three-dimensional co-
ordinate, A--thermal conductivity coefficient, M---specific metabolic heat production, Hb--heat 
transport via capillaries, t--time. Here, Hb involves heat transfer between vessels and tissues as 
given by [2]: 
OT(~, t) = E BF(~, t)pbc b[T(~, t) - Tb] + E O~b(~) [Tb($) - -  Tb], (3) mbCb Ot 
where rob--blood mass, cb--is heat conductivity of blood, ab--heat ransfer coefficient between 
vessel and tissue. 
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In our approximation, we have neglected heat transport via large vessels, because there is a 
little heat transfer to tissues via large vessels according to [2]. Equation (3) could be written as: 
p(~) c(~) OT(~, t) M(~, t) + nb(~, t) = -V .  [)~(~)VT(~, t)]. (4) 
The left side of equation (4) reflects in a good approximation the specific internal energy variation 
of our system (considering the phenomena till reaching the skin), so it obviously follows for the 
entropy: 
cOS 1 
cOt - T(~,t----~ V.  [~(~)VT(~,t)], (5) 
or 
cOS [ ~(~) VT(~,t)] 1 
cO--~- : V .  /T(--'~,t) T2((,t----- ~ V .  [ / ( ()VT(( ,  t)]. (6) 
Equation (6) can be written as: 
cOS 
cO-  + v .  s = s, (7) 
with the entropy flux density 
S= k({) VT({,t),  (8) 
T({,t) 
and the local entropy variation in time unit 
1 
s - T2(( ,t-----~ V.  [A(()VT((,t)]. (9) 
Following the second principle of thermodynamics, the scalar product in (9) is negative, so s 
should be positive. If the following denotations are adopted 
A(()VT((, t) = J, (10) 
VT(~,t) = K, (11) 
the local entropy variation is written as 
1 (Z,K) (12) 
or 
1 E JiKi, (13) s=~
i 
where 
Ki = TXi, (14) 
and T--absolute temperature, Xi--thermodynamic forces. 
For a system of two thermodynamic forces and two flows, obeying linear thermodynamical 
laws, for which Onsager's reciprocal relations are valid and phenomenological coefficients inde- 
pendent of the forces [13] have shown that under steady states the principle of minimum entropy 
production is valid. 
Assuming the conditions in Section 1, and considering the system blood-tissue as a separate 
subsystem of the blood-tissue-skin assembly, it should be observed that the requirements in [13] 
are satisfied, due to the linearity of the phenomenological equations with regard to the temper- 
ature gradients taken as forces, and to the independence of the heat transfer coefficients and 
thermal conductivity coefficient from the temperature gradient [1,2]. 
Figure 1, compiled from [13], shows a three-dimensional representation of s as a function of 
two thermodynamic forces and two flows. 
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Figure 1. Geometric illustration of the principle of minimum entropy production in 
the steady state of a two-component system. The entropy production s is shown as 
a function of the two forces X1 and X2. The value sl is attended when both forces 
are fixed at X~ and X~; s2 is the entropy production in the steady state reached 
when X2 is held fixed at X~ and X1 is allowed to vary. The absolute minimum, 
s ---- 0 represents he equilibrium state of the system reached when neither force is 
fixed. 
2.2. Heat  F lux  under  S teady  State  Cond i t ions  
The previous ection has involved the system tissue-capillary blood, without taking into account 
the heat transfer to the ambient. The relationship between local entropy production and heat 
transfer through the skin should follow the well-known equation 
5q = T ds, (15) 
where q is the local heat production. Since the human body produces heat continuously, a steady 
state is possible only if a continuous heat flux is established along a temperature gradient from 
the body core to the ambient. The heat flux density in an element of the body surface, assuming 
this condition, is given by 
H = h~ (Ti - Ts), (16) 
where H is the heat flux density, hi-- internal heat transfer coefficient, Ti--absolute temperature 
value at a point in the body core, Ts--absolute temperature of the surface element. 
From the viewpoint of the external heat transfer, the same flux density is obtained from 
g = ha (Ts - Ta) + He, (17) 
where ha is external heat transfer coefficient, Ta--absolute temperature of the ambient, He- -heat  
absorption by evaporation, expressed by flux density. 
As considered by [14], the heat fluxes by conduction, convection, and radiation are proportional 
to the temperature difference, but Werner et al. [1] have more accurately taken into account heat 
transfer by radiation, so, according to the steady state condition, the heat flux from the body 
core to the surface equals the heat flux from the surface to the ambient following the equation 
h~ (T~ - Ts) = ha (T8 - Ta) + He + Hr,  (18) 
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where Hr is calculated according to the Stefan-Boltzmann law 
Hr = ae (T 4 - T4) ,  (19) 
and a is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant (5.77 x 10 -s Wm-2K-4) ,  e emissivity of the skin (0.9 
according to [2]). Convective heat flux is given by the quantity 
He = hc (T~ - Ta), (20) 
where hc is the heat transfer coefficient due to free convection and the diffusion flux is 
Hd = hd (Pd (Ts) - Pd (Ta)), (21) 
where hd is heat transfer coefficient due to diffusion, pd(Ts) - -water  vapor pressure in the skin, 
pd(Ta)- -water  vapor pressure in the ambient. 
Considering the global heat transfer from the body to the ambient, it follows 
hi (T~ - T~) = hc (Ts - Ta) + hd (Pal (Ts) - Pd (T~) ) + ae (T  4 - T4)  . (22) 
The surface area of the whole human body has to be considered and it is usually calculated from 
the Dubois' formula 
AB = 0.425W x 0.725L x 71.84, (23) 
with AB- -body surface area (cm2), W- -body  weight (kg), L - -body height (cm). 
From equation (22), we think that the main interest is to be awarded to the radiative term, 
because xperimental measurements are more accurate and accessible to the radiative flux which 
is proportional to T 4 (while all other fluxes are proportional to T). 
In this respect, according to equations (8) and (15), respectively, the local entropy production 
variation could be evaluated from the radiative heat flux measurements. Any disturbance of the 
metabolic heat production will lead to a variation of the local metabolic heat production, and by 
consequence to equations (4) and (2), a variation in the entropy outflow from the human body. 
This observation has permitted to us to relate the variation of the local temperature values at 
the active acupuncture points to the perturbations of the deep body functional parameters as a 
variation in entropy production. 
3. HEAT FLUXES AND DIAGNOSIS  IN  ACUPUNCTURE 
From acupuncture point of view, the tissue is considered as a material support for the energy 
flux, and there exist "channels" for the energy flows [8]. These channels are called meridians and 
their energetic state influences the state of the tissues. 
The most exactly described meridians are the so-called "main" and "tendino-muscular" ones. 
Both of them have the same trajectory in the human body and the corresponding main meridian-- 
deeper in the tissue (Figure 2). Each point in the meridians represents a way of communication 
between the flowing energy and the tissue. It is well known that the energetic state of the 
acupuncture points is directly related to the state of the corresponding internal organs; more- 
over, the activity of these points is influenced by the different rythms (circadian, mensual, etc.). 
Thus, any disturbance in the functionality of the organs should be observed by investigating the 
acupuncture points during their period of maximum activity. Each organ, and consequently, the 
corresponding meridian pair, has a maximum activity period of two hours during 24 hours [8- 
10,151. 
Detection of the points can occur by many methods [8,9], and thermography has been used in 
China [10-12] in order to investigate the changes in cutaneous temperature along the channels 
during the applications of acupuncture therapy. A higher value of the local temperature at the 
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Figure 2. The tendino-muscular meridian is found at the surface of the body and the 
corresponding main meridian---deeper in the tissue (not shown). 
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Figure 3. Qualitative measurements by infrared radiation detection along the large 
intestin meridian of hand Yangming (MIC) within different ime periods: 1--5 to 
7a.m., 2---9 to 11 a.m. 
points is a consequence of their existence [9], but changes in them should be a consequence of the 
activity of the related organs, because the different areas of the body have common projections 
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at the brain or spinal cord levels [15]. 
From the diagnosis viewpoint, he most used method corresponds topulse examination, on the 
radial left and right arteries, at different locations. 
Starting again from the thermodynamic considerations and the heat transfer within and from 
the human body, respectively, it is obvious that heat transfer blood-tissue is more increased in 
the terminal circulatory segments, as it happens with radial arteries and arterioles, as it was 
pointed out also by Werner and Buse [2]. 
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Figure 4. The pericardian meridian of hand lueyin (MPC)-- infrared measurements 
within time periods of high (7 to l lp .m. ,  curve 1) and low activity (9 to l la .m. ,  
curve 2). 
As the pulse fluctuations involve fluctuating local heat transfer, it is to be expected that it 
is possible to use the radiation term from equation (22), that will follow the blood flow in the 
inspected area and, further on, to enable diagnosis by quantitative measurements of the fluctu- 
ations by report to the so-called normal value. The corresponding qualitative measurements by 
infrared radiation detection along the large intestin meridian of hand Yangming (MIC), pericar- 
dian meridian of hand Jueyin (MPC) and small intestin meridian of hand Taiyang (MIT), related 
to the pulse fluctuations in radial arteries are shown in Figures 3, 4, and 5, respectively. Signal 
values are given in relative units. 
4. D ISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS 
A trial to relate thermal fluxes from human body to the internal disturbances has been worked 
out. The model is limited by neglecting heat transfer from large vessels, and the experiments 
were performed only with respect o the radial arteries, not also to the femural arteries, thus, it 
becomes quite particular. Taking into account mainly the radiation term in equation (22) seems 
to be correct enough from the viewpoint of our work, and moreover, enables the physician to 
perform diagnosis by a noncontact method. 
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Figure 5. The small intestin meridian of hand Taiyang (MIT) within 1 to 3p.m. 
We have not emphasized on the disturbance ofthe steady-state condition, because, indeed, any 
perturbation should take off the system from the steady state, but it is known that a new steady 
state is attended ue to regulatory processes in the body [15]. 
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